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I» Sutomary 

This report deacribas the developissent plan for the E/sr3-2/3 Nuclear 

Exhaust System (HES). The NES is designed to provide operational safety 

and .rull altitude sinniLation by use of a pumping, secondary ejector. 

Further, the capability exists for testing a iiO to 1 area ratio nozzle 

with lo5® gimbal action. 

This duct configuration shall be capable of pulling in and allowing a 

ltO:l area ratio nozzle to be fully expanded at a nozzle ctiamber ixressurtt 

of $;>G psia without the use of the secondai^ ejector and at a nozzle 

prestsure of 150 psia Kith the use of the secondary ejector using a low 

molecular weight pumping fluid. The ejector system stiall hare the capa

bility of allowing nitrogen leakage from the engine compartJssnt seals up 

to one povmd per second as well as the turbine exhaust fluid to be ex

hausted into the engine compartment without affecting the ejector performaiuse. 

IX. Introduction 

Daring the NERVA static power tests» hot ̂ drogen gas will be exhausted 

from the vertical-downward firing engine nozzle. Any concentration of air 

greater than k% mixing with this exhaust during engine start, operation, 

or shutdown would be flammable. It is necessary to provide a controlled 

envii'onniBnt for the safe handling of the exhaust gas. Such protecti<xi will 

be provided by the Nuclear Exhaust System (M£S). The hot exhaust gas will 

be contained, deflected and directed by means of an eicliaust duct. Tne gas 

will be led from underneath the test stand to a point where it can be burned 

without subjecting the test stand, or exterior of the NFJIVA, to excessive 

heat or direct contact with the radioactive exhaust plume," The duct will 

\ 



also contain an ejector systeia for the simulaticaj of high=altitude operating 

conditions o M. additional considsralKLon is the containment and controlled 

dispersement of the radioactive particleso A ground rule which might i» 

Imposed on the system is to remove a portion of the contaminates from the 

exhaust gaseso 

A flow chart reflecting this development plan is shown In Figure 1<. A 

program schedule is shown in Figure 2e 

IIIc Objectives and Requirements 

Ao Program Objectives 

An exhaust system will be defined that is the iiost economical in 

terms of constrwotion, operation and logistics, and \iill provide for all 

the necessary requirementso The exhaust system shall consist of a primary 

diffuser and a single stags secondary ejector system that will provide for 

a back pressure no greater than 2 psia during the start, run and shutdown 

operating envelope of the engine <> 

B. Engine Operating Requirements 

The exhaust system shall accommodate an engine with a UOsl area 

ratio exhaust nozzle having an exit flow diameter of 112 inches. The exhaust 

system should operate satisfactorily with the engine giraballing + l|* (3* cone) 

with a gimbal station located 30 feet above the exit plane of the nozzle, at 

a maximum velocity of travel of 0,25 degrees per second, and at a maximum 

acceleration of travel of oOl degrees per second^, Glmballing will occur 

only during the maxisiuai power engine operation conditions. 

file:///iill


C. E/STS-2/3 Operating Requirements 

The requilrements listed below are prese:ited to define the 

E/3TS"'2/3 operational and safety requireraents whijh mtist be satisfied. 

lo The pressure at the nozzle and turbine exit must not 

exceed 2 psia. 

2, Controlladi removal of exhaust effluent from engine and 

turbine must be provided, 

3» Controlled confinement of fission product release must 

be provided* 

UP Combination H2-Air in the exhaust duct during any 

operating conditicarij including startup and ahutdcim, is prohibited with a 

wind of 35 MPH directod into the exhaust duct. 

5, Combination of Ĥ -A-ir in the erchaust duct during an 

abrupt stoppage of hydrogen flow from the exhaust nozzle is prohibited 

with a wind of 35 MPH directed into the exhaust dnctc 

6e The exhaust system will operate without damage through 

100 cycles of operation. 

With respect to exhaust system assembly instaU.ation and removal, 

the design is to be such as to permit manual InstiillatioK with provisions 

for subsequent removal by remote methods for maintenance and possible replafiS*-

ment. (kmsideratlon will also be given to decontamination of the exhaust 

assembly in a forward area in the event of a nuclear accident. 

With respect to coolant water, only treated water shall be used 

for all internal flow conditions and the entire e;diau3t system shall be 

self-draining o There should be no leakage of coolant water into the engine 

cham'ser or exhaust duct. 

There can be no external leakage of GH2 or exhaust gases from the 

exhaust system. 



IV, Program Plan - ,-- - -- -

A. KES Operational Concept 

ID Scale Model Tests 

A scale model test program is required to verify the diffuses-

ejector operational characteristics, aerodynamic performance, and heating 

rates to the wall. Scale model testing should also be used to optinize the 

contraction ratio aiid second throat lengthc Thesa parameters have a strong 

influerce on the overall size of the diffuser-ejeitor and the ejector fluid 

requirements. 

Test Bay 87 of the Aerojet-General Gorporaticm Von Karman 

Center, Aausa^ California, was built up as a HERVi diffuser=ejactor ' 

scale model test facility during the ETS-1 NES developments This facility 

can be reactivatsd to perform the necessary E/STS-2/3 diffuser evaluation 

and optimization tests. 

The scale model diffuser test program should include ©valuation 

of (1) contractian ratios (diffuser inlet=»to-diffuser throat area ratio) of 

I066 and lo90 and (2) diffuser throat lengths of U, 6 and 8 diffuser throat 

diameters. 

The testing techniques, data acqulaition, and data analyses 

should be similar to that used for the ETS-̂ 1 KISS diffuser scale model test 

program as reported in RBON Report 2ij03, November 1962, end REON Report 2679s 

June 1S6U, 



are v»edt 

ifeat Transfer Analysis 

In the heat transfer analysis section, 

Symbols 

B thickness, in. 

c specific heat, Btu/ll> °^ 

C constant, none 

D diameter« in, 

h heat t ransfer coeff ic ient , 
Btu/in.^c-secOF 

K thermal conductivityj 
Btu/in S8C°F 

Pr Prandtl number, none 

Q/A Heat flvix, Btu / in .^ -sec . 

t time, seconds 

T teTi5>erature, °R 
o 

W flow rate, lb/sec 

J/ viscosity, lb/in sec 

jsP density, lb/in. 

the following 9^\x)l» 

Subscripts 

B bulk 

FS full scale 

g gas side 

1 liquid side 

p constant pressure 

r recovery 

8 free stream 

SM small model 

W wall 

f film 

In the subosoale tests, measurements id.ll be made of the local 

wall temperatures and pressures, and the time intiirval of each measurement. 

Assuming that the diffuser walla are thermally th:ln, that zero conduction 

exists along the wall, tiiat there is no thermal radiation, and that the out

side surface of the duct is perfectly insulated, then thti .jate of rise of the 

wall temperature can be equated to the convective heat transfer rate into the 

wall by the following energy balance: 

http://id.ll


fC^B^^h(T^-T^) (1) 

Using Equation (1) as a basis, the IBM 709ii computer will be used to calculate 

the heat transfer coefficients of the sub-scale diffuser. 

With respect to the working fluid properties and the diffuser geometry, 

the heat transfer coefficient h can be defined by liquation (2), the Bartz 

corr€;lation« 

^-rg^^ffs-l^^\ (^'l^V w 

When the Bartz correlation is used as a scaling law to convert tha heat 

transfer coefficients of the subscale model to the full-soale diffuser, the 

following heat transfer coefficient ratio existed: 

C3) 

Hhere 

«•*• z,ac 

r^ ^^o.-)t xr' 

The design condition for the hot side of the diffuser will be the 

5000 MW NERVA engine operating conditions. In addition, an engine malfunc

tion conditicsi should be considered. This condition can be eaused by a 

react<»r core break-up with resulting radioactive materials traversing the 

diffuser. The heat will be transferred to the diffuser wall by radiation 

in ac'dition to the convective heat transfer from the gases. The heat trans

ferred by radiation during this malfunction condition can be assumed to be 



tt^ maximian Db-fcainable, i.e., blaelcbody radiatirai ommisivty factor, Fe - 1.0, -

and all radiant jnergy emitted by the radioactive material falling on the 

inside surface c? the diffuser, view factor, Fv « 1.0. 

The follow.lng assumptions should be used as a basis for the duct design 

from a heat transfer standpoint: 

a. Maximum wall temperature not to exceed liLOO^F during normal operating 

conditions and 1500°F for short duration overload 'jondition (FeFv » 1,0), 

b. Maximum coolant aide wall temperature (design conditions} » 320°F, 

c. Minimum inlet water pressure to the cooL-mt passages «• 150 psia, 

d. Average water inlet bulk t«npgrature = 85°F. 

e. Maxim.um outlet temperature (design condi;ions) •= l80°F. 

A noninal wall thickness can be selected on the bâ îs of the' temperature 

change across wall and on stress evaltiation. 

At the assumed malfimction condition, the required coolant water 

velocity can be computed. With a coolant velocity established, a coolant 

flow area can be selected which will permit the desired pressure drop and 

an effective use of coolant water. 

3» Material Selectiwi ' " 

a. The use of 3U7 stainless steel for the major'co!i?)onents of the 

ETS-l NES duct did not result in any serious fabrlcaticxi difficulties. The 

forming and welding characteristics of the 3U7 stajjiless were at least as 

good as any of the materials evaluated for use in the duct. The sulphui' 

and phosphorxis content of the 3li7 stainless was restricted to further improve 

its welding characteristics. The restricted o}®mi«trv caused problems of 

procurement. The steel mill iiad more difficulty mtjeting the- restricted 



chemistry than was anticipated. This caused increased prices for subsequent _ 

orders of steel. Also, small quantities were difficultj if not impossible, to 

find in warehouse stock. In order to obtain certain itemsj the .restricted 

cteraistry requirement was relajred. No welding cr other fabrication problems 

were attributed to this relaxation. 

b. In order th^t the procurement problem for the NES duct might 

be lessened a reavaluation of 3ii7 staiiiless should be made based upon the 

exi)erience from the ETS-l NES duct, A weld test progra-n should be inaugurateil 

iisijig 3U7j 3li7 restricted chemistry, 316 and 316L stainless steels- All of 

the materials used in the program should have the sulphur, phosphoirus and 

carbon content at near the maximum permitted by their respective tpecifications. 

c. Several areas exist in tlja NES duct systea which present special

ized problems, such as trunnion bearings. No cciprahensive study of material 

requirements or material availability for these areas was made for EIS-1 NES 

duct, ETS-l material selections for thase specialî .ed areas should not be 

copied without further study unless sufficient data from actual operation is 

available to prove that the materials selected have performed in a satisfactory 

mariner. In the absence of such data an evaluation study should be made covering 

the operational conditions and materials available that will meet the require

ments, 

d. In the Design Criteria section, IV. B,, calls for a study to be 

made of a NES duct support struclaire with a separate water supply and return 

syytera. This study might result in the use of atnistural steel. An evaluation 

of the mild steels available in structural shapes and plates should be made in 

anticipation of their eventual use. 



U. TubC'^hell Concept • ---

A study was made for ETS-»1 NES duct to determine the relative 

merits of tube wall and shell and angle construction. The study resulted in 

a decision to use the tube wall for the duct elbwf and the shell-engld for 

the pi'imary and secondary ducts. 

An evaluation of the fabrication problems and costs should be 

made for the ETS-l NES duct. The original study should be up-dated to include 

the fabricsation and cost evaluation. 

$c NES Preliminary Ccsicept 

It is envisioned that the ̂ diaust arrstem will contain a chamber 

surrounding the nozzle or attached to the engine. The exhaust system will 

consist of a primary ejector, followed by a 90 sibsonic elbow with a second

ary ejector down stream from the elbow dischargiivj into a secondaiy duct. The 

system is shoun in Figure 3 with some preliminary diiaensions. 

For a fixed ejector system, an isipo?tant iiifluenclng factor in 

the operation of a pumping ejector system is the ::«elationship between the 

primary and secondary velocities which is proportional to 

(T/BW) Primary 
(T/IW) Secondary 

when T is total temperature in ''R and W is the malecular weight of the fluid. 

The most efficient secondary ejector system would be one where the ratio of 

terapex'ature to W of the secondary fluid would approach the ratio (T/M/) of 

the primary fluid. Preliminary studies of the ejector system, which satisfy 

the altitude requirement of no greater than 2 psia back pressure for the 

engine start opez-ating condition, indic£.te that a secondary ejector fluid flor̂  

of 20CX) lb/sec is necessarj'' for fluids at temperature of 1600**R with a MW of 

20, i.e., fluid with a T/fttf of 80, 



On the basis of system coats, storage costs, logistics and overall 

fluid costs, various ejector fluids will be considered in the selection of the 

exhaust system. 

It yslll be assumed that a minimum ejector chamber pressure of 150 

psia is required for all fluids. Oily atorsge in liquid state will be con

sidered for the working fluids. Consideration must be given to the means of 

supplying the heated gas, i.e., gas generators, supply system, ets., aad in the 

event a heated hydrogen system is selected, consideration must be givea to the 

supply and heating of this fluid. 

Initial studies of the exhaust system have indicated that ths exhaust 

system will self-pump whan the engine is operating ai- normal chiaraDer pressure 

conditions and vsill provide a maximum bask pressure of 2 psia at the nozzle 

exit. Kierefore, maximum operation of the secondary ejector system to provide 

altitude simulation will be required only during the engine startup and shut

down phases. During the engine ore-fire period, full power operation and post-

shutdomi period, a purge system shall be provided to prevent any combination of 

H2-idLr in the exhaust duct. It has been estimated that secondarv fluid flow 

requirements equal to ona-half of the maxiraum fluid flow necessary for pumping 

will provide adequate purge. Therefore, the use of x,he secondary ejector system 

will, be considered as the pvu'g© system. The emergency cooldown system will also 

be considered as the purge system. The emei'gency cooldown system will also be 

considered separately or in combination with the ejector system as a purge system. 



6. Instru?aenta\iion and Control . .' 

The instrumentation for ttie exhauS'. system will consist of the 

sensors and other components required to sense and transmit parameters such 

as pressure, temperature, flow, vibraticn, and s-̂ irain through suitable cables 

and connectors to interface with the test stand. 

The instrumentation system on the duct must be capable of verify

ing the proper operation of the duct. The early detection of a "trouble" spot 

will permit a test to be stopped before major daiage to the duct, test engine 

or facilities occurs. The instrinnentsition must 4ilso control the cooling water, 

secondary gas ejector, and purge gas systems. A secondai-y purpose is to verify 

the design and provide operating data. Control systems are required for the 

cooling water and for duct positioning end installationo 

The monitoring of the duct measurciients and the cooling water 

flow control should be conducted in the control center of the Control Point 

Building. No active control elements (valves, ô ierators, pilots) should be 

mounted on the duct. 

Only a anall amount of measurement and control is required for 

the duct removal trailer. The position of the trailer at the vai'ious stages 

must be available to the operator in the prime mover cab. Jn addition, the 

motors, l^draulics and jacks should be controlled and vtsrified in the cab. 

The prime mover operator should have communications with the 

control center from which the other operations are conti'olled. Each stage 

of the operation should be checked and verified laetween the prime mover 

operator and the control center. 



7. Interfaces 

Numerous connections from the duct bo the facility are required 

for thrust take=out, coolant water, duct-to-facility seal, nitrogen, steam 

safety purge, instrumentation and control. Interface connections to the 

facility must be considered in detail during the final design of the exhuast 

system. 

During the final design, the exact interface locations should 

be verified by field measurements. Since the duct may be installed by manual 

methods, a precise alignment of the duct-to^facililiy intê rfaces may be accom

plished by means of field fitting and welding. The duct is to be removed from 

the -vault remotely, therefo.r3 all interfaces must LncoiTpOA'ate a positive and 

reliable remotely controlled separation device. 

Additionally, duct-to-trailer interfaces, consisting of jack 

points and duct support pads must be accus-ately caitrolled, The haijdling 

trailer must be accurately indexed in tlie vault for propeir alignment of the 

duct. A number of electrical and pneumatic connections m̂ ast be made da:ring 

installation and these interfaces must be monitored and controlled during 

removal. 

Studies should be made of methods of Interface disccamecting, 

monitoring and Indicating daring installation operations. 

8, Fabrication Techniques 

a. General 

The fabrication techniques used for producing the ET3«»1 

NES duct were generally satisfactory. However, sorae studies and test pi'Ograras 

should be made which could result in reduced costs and shorter fabrication time. 

No evaluaticHi of basic coolant passage geometry will be rfiquired. The two 



configurations, shell-angle combination and tube wall, used for the ETS-=»1 

NES diict were fabricated in a satisfactory manner. A fabrication comparison 

study of these two configurations is called for in the Tube-Shell Concept 

section. 

b. Seamless tubing xfaa used in the construction of KTS-l NES duct 

elbow priiaarily because of the lack of sufficient data on properties, tolerances 

and sources of supply for welded tubing. Because of ths possibility that tubing 

majr be required in lengths longer than can be produced by the seamless drawing 

proce£;3, a study should be made which would Supply the information required for 

thj! procurement and use of welded tubing. 

c. The alignisent and fit-up of parts prior to welding and the 

maintenance of fit-up during welding was a aiajor source of trouble and weld 

defects encountered during the fabrication of the ETS-l NES duct. A program 

of teats should be made to determine tha degree of fit-up and alignment required 

to obtain satisfactoiry welding by the various methods of welding selected. A 

study also should be made of possible methods for maintaining fit-up during 

welding. 

d. Welding processes and techniques in some ar^as of the sUS-l NES 

duct were changed during fabrication. The changes were made to effect a reduce 

tion in welding time and weld defects. The making of the uhanges also ini'oduced 

tirie losses. A study and a weld test program should be conducted to determine 

the b€jst suited weld processes and tecliniques for each area of the NES duct. 

e. The four major components of the ETS-l NES duct ware stress 

relieved in a nearly completed condition for the purpose of reducing the amount 

of distortion which might occur as a result of engine firing. An eval̂ oation of 



the results produced by the stress relieving of tl^ ETS-!'. NES duct shotild 

be made. A study should be made of the jiietalurgifial effects produced hy 

stress relieving at various temperatures and timers on the materials which 

are being considered for use in the fabrication o.? the NES duct. A test 

program should be inaugurated to determine the ef.fectiveiiess of stress 

relieving in preventing subsequent distortion when reheating occurs. 

f, The selection of machining operations continued to be a 

problem during the fabrication of ETS-l MES duct. An evfiluation of the machin

ing and the problems encountered should be mads to assist in the detail design 

of the '^ES duct in order that required tolerances can be met and that cconwnical 

fabrication can be done, 

9. Stress Analysis 

' Stress analyses have to be conducted to insure a safe and reliable 

design. When the results of the aerodynamic and heat transfer scale model 

testing program are available, coolant water passage designs can be evaluated. 

The gas pressures, coolant ̂ 7ater pressure, coolant passage wa'l tenperatures 

and temiaerature gradients obtained from the scale model tests are required to 

perform the static, dynamic and thermal stress antilyses. 

The safety factors tc determine allowable material stresses are 

as folliTws: 

(1) Held safety factor 2 

(2) Ultimate safety factcr k 

The goveraing safety factor shall be dependent upon whether t3a» 

structural strength is more critical iii ĵ ield or ultimate stress. 

The cooling system of the completcsd duct asseitbly, including headers, 

manifolds, and coolant passages shall be capable of withstanding a hydrostatic 

proof pressure of twice the expected maximum static water pressure for at least 



15 minutes. Permanent deformation, failure, or leakage will not be permitted. ~ 

The approach, assumptionsj methods, j'esultsj and conclusions of the 

ETS<=1 diffuser»ejeotor system stress analyses ai*e docuriented in REOJJ Report 

No. 2630, Preliminary Design of î ERVA Ikhaust System for ETS-l Duct, Volumes I 

and II, September 1963, and should be used as a guide in formulating the E/STS-2/3 

NES diffuser-ejector stress analyses. 

An evaluation shotild be made of the plastic-elastic combiiaatian fron 

NERVA I testing or operation data. 

ka evaluation should also be made of the cyclic life and dynamic 

loads from. NERVA I simidated engine tests. 

lOo Dact Seal Investigation 

The duct connection to the engine cocipartmert must be sealed gas» 

tight to prevent the accumulation of an explosive mixture of iiydrogen and air 

in the compartment or exhaust duct. Any accuniuĵ tion or concentration of air 

Icaliage will create an ejcplosive hazard. A zero air leakage seal or inert 

purged seal is required, so there is need for an extremely high level of reli- • 

abil̂ ity in making and holding the seal, during engine operations. 

The seal must be positive, aJid accommodate a considerable amoimt of 

duct movement mismatch in fit-up. Because of thermal expansicm during operation, 

the duct may be expected to increase in. height from its support radially and 

axlally, depending upon the materials of conatnsction. Vibration forces may 

alfso be considerable. A reliable flexible connection or expansion joint i-s 

therefore a prerequisite for any sealing concept. The seal must be operable 

in a nuclear environment^ and at temperatures of 300°F. 



A secondary baclmp seal, with gaseous nitrogen between two seal 

elements, is considered necessary as a safety feature. This pressurization 

will be held slightly greater tlosm atmospheric pressure, so th«it any leak will bleed 

nitrogen gas either to the atmosphere or into the duct. The. design will prevent 

leai':age of air into the engine coiapartment or the duct. 

The duct must be remffifable by remote operations, thei^fore, a means 

of separating the seal .flanges by a positive and celiable remote operation 

must be incorporated= Tae seal flanges nust also provide a means of a.lignment 

to insure exact and positive mating during installation operations, InstallatiOB 

may be accomplished manually. 

11, Acoustics Investigatior 

Due to the lack of adequate acoustical data fi'om ccKifined engine 

sources, it is not possible to pxoperly evalaate the affect of operational 

acoustics from the 5000MW N3RVA engine installed in the iii/STS<=2/3 test stand, 

Ihforauition gained from the KIWI program indicates that noise levels on the 

order of 180 db may exist. 

The KIWI acoustical study conducted by Douglaa/S^nta Monica rcakea 

an attempt to evaluate the effect of the engine acoustics on the reactor? 

however, no application of this data is suitable for extrapolation to the 

£TS=1 or E/STS~2/3 configuratiori. This is primarily due to the absence: of 

very near field data downsbream of the souros origin and the effects of tihe 

confinement due to the engine conipartmant. The NERVA engine, unlike the KIWI 

series, is housed in a closed cospartment firing down into an exhaust duct 

which will result in a significant alteration of the acoustical field. 



Investigating the true noise j.'ield is costly due to the complex 

facilities required to make measurements in the field. Also, acquisition of 

the noise level data from the prototype ixi its final environment precludes 

the use of the acoustic data in vehicle and facility design. Consequently, 

studies utilising scale models appear to be the logical solution. This is 

of particular value in the near field, where othe:.' means of adequately de= 

fining the noise field arc usually laclrlng, Evid«mce of success in this type 

of study is portrayed in Reference (l)^ uhere extensive jicale model studies 

wei'e conducted on various types of jets from turbojet to rocket exhausts. 

To evaluate the potential problem of the acouatical environment 

on the NES duct and engine, it is necessary to prtjdict the local sound 

pressure field, its directivity end frequency sperstrum ai'ound the diffuser-

ejector system and within the erigine compartneat. Due to the conatruc-iacn 

of the engine test stand, the acoustical field in the enipjie compartment 

and around the diffu3er-=8jector exit can be considered as resulting from 

two separate sources and prediction of the fall scale environment can Vje 

made eoasideriiig each of these sources. In selecting the method of deter

mining the acoustical emfironment, it is essential that each acoustical, 

soiirce be considered and that the best method of determining the acoustical 

power radiated by the source be selected. 

The acoustical envirormcnt of the duct will be produced primarily 

by the jet exhaust of the duct ard the burning of the hydrdgen gas. The 

acoustic field from the jet exteust could be predicted using classical 

techniques; however, the confinement of the syaten and the many reflecting 

sui'faces will degrade the quality of the predict!cm. Exi-rapolatlon of subscale 

Reference (l) WADD TR 61^178, The Use of Acoustic Scale liodels for Investigating 
Near Field Woisa of Test arid Rocket iiiglnes 



daia, which includes a siiaulation of the combined field, will provide a 

more sccurate definition of the full-scale condititxi. 

It is concluded that tj:ie use of subscale models will provide 

the needed data for predicting the acouatical envii'onraent of the duct and engine. 

T!ie simulation of the reverberant chamber, the nsar vacuum condition, and the 

flow field of the engine compartment will provide the best basis for extra

polation. 

12. Radiation Activetlcm 

Along with fission product plate-out, induced rjidiatlon ia 

also a resultant by-product of a NERVA engine teat firing. The areas of 

concern fall into five roain categories. 

1. Radiation level 

2. Fj-ssion products involiwsd 

3. State of depositions 

km l^gnitude of depositions 

5« Percentage of radiation due to contaminants and 
percentage due to induce radiation« 

An evaluation of each of the above areas should be made 

from the results of NERVA I test operatiais and .rrom studies of the KIWI 

experimental data. 

13. Plate-Out 

An examination of a NERVA nozzl« after a NERVA engine test 

firing should be made to determljie the magnitude and state of the contaminates 

deposited during a test firing. An analysis shooLd also be made of thie KIWI 

experimental data. 



liio Decontaminatioc 

The residual or :lnduGed radiation cannot be reduced} 

therefore, the decontamination of the duct appears to be one of j'emoving 

ttie fission product contarainantSo The design of the duet Is such that the 

removal of tightly held contaminants may be extremely difficult. This might 

only be accomplished by scraping or grinding the inner surface of the duct. 

Such aa operation implies large complicated prec:.sion equipment, the cost of 

which would be prohibitive, '•'•'he decontamination of the duct ther. may be one 

of removing lightly held contaminants, 

A post^test examination and anar.ysis of the NES duct at 

ETS=1 should be made to provide data for evaluation of decontamination 

processes. -

l5o Handling and Installation 

Due to its configuration, the duct must be shipped from -ghe 

fabricators to the test site in sections and assembled at the test site. 

Thia may require aa assembly area near or adjacent to the teat stand 

suitable for duct assembly operations, with suitable access roadways« 

A basic operational requirement of the NES is that the duct 

will bij installed ra.-uiually and removed by remote means. To fulfill the re

quirement, a duct trailer and prime mover are required to handle the duct 

asstjmblyn The duct trailer provides the capability for installation and 

remote removal of the exhaust duct from the duct vault. In addition̂ , the 

trailer pulled by the prime mover will be capable of transporting the duct 

to a disposal area. This operation will be required when it has been de

termined that the duct has been damaged and cannot be used for furliiar 

engilne tasting o 



The trailer must incorporate a remotely controlled jacking system, 

capable of raising the duct from the trailer to ios operating position in 

the vault for installation operations. The jackiJig system must also lower 

the duct from its installed position to t-he trailer in tJie-event that removal 

is necessary. The trailer must incorporate a steoring geometry capable of 

negotiating turns in the involved roadways. VJheel loadings must be compatible 

with road load factor's. 

A method of precisely locating the trailer wiiihin the vault must be 

provided to insure alignment of duct-to-facility Interfaces during installation 

operations and alignment of trailer-to-duet intar.races for removal operations. 

It is considered that assembly and ins-'iallation operatS.ons may be 

similar to those involved for the NES duct instal-laticHi at ETS-l, This opera

tion is presented in RBON Reports RN-S-0097, June 196U and RN-S-02!53, i^cembar 

1965. 

Additionally, methods of installing ths) duct in sections should be 

evaluated. 

16, Repair axai Disassembly 

There are several conditions iinde.r which damage to the duct may 

occur. Leaks, dents, cracks or holes may be formed on the interior of the 

duct as a result of projected objects. Similar damage may occur externally 

as a result of falling objects or handling equtpoient. Disassembly, if required, 

and repair procedures to be investigated should include jjispsctiori metitdda to 

determine the extent of daiaaged areas, accept-rejoct criteria, repair procedures, 

and inspection of repaired araas. Additionally, tsalfunctions may occuî  in 

instrumentation compments which siay require disassembly and repair or replace

ment. 



17. Graveyard 

In the event of major or irreparable damage to the duct, or in 

th-e event that radiation levels do not permit repairs to a'damaged duct, 

provision must be made for un isolated storage aiea. The damaged duct 

should not ba stored in close proximity to other radio-active materials, 

since it may be desirable to exa-aine the damaged duct when radiation has 

decayed to a peinnissable level. 

18. Transportation 

The moving of the ETS-l NES duct from WeULsville, N. r, to the 

test site in Nevada proved to be'a task of consicerable magnitude and cost, 

Litole consideration was given to problems of trcJisportation diiring the 

design pliase of the NES duct. Consequently, the size of the major components 

as ]3repared for shipment are larger than necessary. However, a reduction in 

shipping size might have resulted in higher fabrication costs. 

As component size increases both the costs and difficulties of 

transportation rapidly become greater. With the sizes which will be required 

for the NES duct some geographic areas will present special problems, 

A careful stiidy should be made of the problems of various rrsans 

of transportation and the costs involved. Possible vendor locations should 

be considered in the study. The results of the study should ba available 

for inclusion in the design criteria so that metliodg of reducing component 

shipping size may be considered in relation to overall cost. 



19. Acceptance Testing 

The NERVA Exhaust ^stem (NES) diffuser^ejector system will be 

evaluated by a series of tests at the fabrication plant and at NRDS. The 

test will be conducted in two phasesj Phase I teats wil.l be perfoi'mecl by 

the duct fabricator and Phase II tests will be performed by NTO. The duct 

fabricator's responsibilities are considered completed by the demonstration 

of satisfactory perrformanee during Phase I testiJig. 

The acceptance tests will irxlude proof and leak tests of coolant 

passages, alignment of interfaces, demcnetration of remote removal cspabllity, 

instrumentation continuity check, seals and bellows leak tests, coolciit water 

system check, water flow teats to check co4)lant tubes, and to balance the 

water flow system, etc, 

REON Report RfI-3-0127, Acceptance Test Plan for Prototype NER^ 

Exhaust System Duct for ETS^l NRDS, August 196Ii, should be used as a guide 

in formwlating the acceptance tast plan for the £/arS-2/3 Diffuser-Ejector 

Systems. 

B, Design Criteria 

The NES duct design criteria will be essentially established from 

the various studies, tests, analyses, concepts, evaluations and reqxiirements 

which together determine the NS3 operational concept. In addition tc these 

factors design criteria should be influenced by the results obtained from 

the following studies and evaluations: 

a^ A study should be made of coolant geometry to determine 

methods of preventing exeesfjive pressure drops and means of balancing water 

flow between various sections of the NES duct. 



b. A study shaild be made of the deflections produced by 

thermal growth of the duct hot wall and truss members carrying hot wetar, 

c. A study should be laade of possible tnethods of isolating 

the HES duct ]Prom external thenaa3. and dynaicic loads« 

d. An evaluation should be made of the advantages and 

disadvantages of supporting the M2S duct by a simple structural sfteel truss. 

The water supply and return lines would then be separate from the truss. 

e. A detailed ovaluation of all fabrication protalema of 

KT3»1 UES duct should be made. 

C. Preliminary iJesign and Specification 

The preliminary design will consist of design studies of tha 

various components of the NES duct and supporting truss. Included will be 

design studies of the following lissociated systems: 

Gas supply for i>he secondary elector 

Instruraantation 

Control 

Installation and removal vehicle 

All of the design studies will be based upon the established 

design criteria. A preliminary sitress analysis and specification will be 

prepared as a part of the preliminary design. 

The design studies will result in a series of design layout.3 

which will become the basic matei'ial frota which the final design will be 

prepaz'ed. 



D. Final Design and Specificatioa 

The final design of tae NES duct will consist of an assemblage 

of design drsT̂ jingSj a final stress analysis, and a specification which will 

define the several components of equipnent to be fumishsd or fabricated and 

the materials and material specifications to be used. It will be based upon 

the preliminary design layoutsg -stress analysis and apecificatlon, I\zrther-

more, the final design package will include the inspection procedares, tests 

and demonstrations which will be required for acceptance of the completed 

liardware. 

The specific items covered by the final design are as follows: 

lo iXict and Manifolds 

The duct and manifold drawings will show the design 

in detail with required tolercinces. Speaial forming methods will be shown 

for the manifolds. Critical maoliining operations will be designated^ Methods 

of welding will be specified. Si process inspections and flow tests will be 

called out in the specification» 

2. Truss and Coolant Water System 

The truss ajid coolant water system drawings will show 

the design in detail with required tolerances. Connecting flanges and inter

faces locations will be given* J?low control devices and their locatiai will 

be called out. VJelding methods Td.ll be specified. Flow and calibrati-ai tests 

will be called out in the specifIcaticm. 

f 
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3. Instrumentation and Control 

The final design will providti instrumentation components 

that will perform satisfactorilyj and provide ace irate information dur:lng the 

period of their intended use, while being subjected to the environraanba of the 

NES duct. 

The selection and design of (jomponents and materials will 

be based on factual evidence supporting their use and compatability with the 

duct requirements. Where possible, these selections and designs vdll k)e based 

cm similar coispoaents, if these components have doraonstrated satisfactory 

perfonviance under comparable emrironmsnta, or if analysis, test results or 

development histories indicate their capability to perform. 

The ccwiponent selection and designs will consider., but 

not be limited by, existsjig calibraticai requirements, installation problems, 

duct removal and maintenance. 

It. Gas Supply 

The gas generator and supply system drawings will show 

the design in detail with required tolerances. Connecting flanges and inter

face locations will be given^ Welding n^thods will be specified. Thei'mal 

expansion joints will be shown in detail and their locati(K]i given. Operational 

and acceptance tests will be called out jn the specification. 

5o Installation Vehicle 

The installation and/or removal vehicle drawings will 

show the design in detail. Interfaces with the duct truss will be sh^xm with . 

required tolerances. Jacking devices will be shosm in dbtail. Control means, 

turning radius and road bearing pressures will be stated. Operational and 

acceptance tests will be called out in the specification. 



6, Tooling Coordination 

The necessarj*̂  tooling cooz^lration will be done to insure 

proi3er mating of the various interfaces of the duct, truss, water supply, gas 

supply, engine comparlasient and other related systems. The requirements of 

special items of tooling required to effect the proper relationship of the 

various cranponents of the NES system will be given. Detail tool design will 

not be shown. The specificaticai will define all special requirements for tool 

design. 

7, Procurement 

During the preliminary design phase of"the ETS-1 NES duct, 

contacts were made vrith fabricators who possessed the necessary facilities for 

the fabrication of the duct. In addition to questions concerning fabrication 

teciiniques they wars asked to indicate the extent of their interest tri parti

cipating in the program. During the final design phase facility surtreys were 

made at nine plants which had expressed an intenidon of submitting bids on the 

ETS-1 NES duct. The survey team was composed of representatives of SKPO-W, 

SNPO-C, and REON. After the surveys were completed an evaluation of the 

facilities visited was made and six companies were approved for bidding. Approval 

was made on the basis of facilities available, e:iq>erience in similar fabrication 

and liianagament response to preliminary proposals. The bid pacicage recuired in 

addition to the fabrication of the MES duct and supporting truss the inclusion 

of the transportation to the test site in Nevada and the installation of the 

duct-'truss in the ETS^l vault. 



Only four acceptable bids were received after two years 

of contacts and presentations to more than 60 compsinies who appeared ta have 

the facilities and experience to do at least a major portion of the required 

fabrication. The principal reason for lack of interest and refusal to bid 

was the diversity of functiwis and types of fabrication required. Many compa

nies with ideal facilities for producing the duct sections lacked the Cleans 

for making the truss and vice versa. Other refusals were made because of the 

transportation and installation requirements. The result of combining these 

various functions into one contract was the selection of a vendor who snay not 

have been the best equipped to perform any one of the functions. Also, compe'̂  

tition was severely limited. 

As the size and complexity of the required hardware in

creases, the difficulty of finding competitive fabricators will become much 

greater. 

An exiiaustive analysis needs to be made to detezmine the 

advantages which might result from breaking the NES duct procurement iiito 

several contracts covering individual components and functions, tieduced cost 

and better qualified contractors should result from such a study. 

Eo Fabrication and Shop Assembly 

The final design drawings and specifications will supply canplete 

engineering information concerning fabrication and assembly of the NES duct. 

Shop drawings will be prepared In accordance with the design drawings and 

specifications by the NES duct fabricator or fabricators. 

The NES duct design contrs<'ttor will provide teehnioaPL assistanee 

to the fabrication contractors and sub-contractors. 



In case tlie fabrication of tJ-e major components of the 

NES duct are let to separate contractors the NES duct design contractor will 

cooi'dinate the interface control between the various components. 

The ETS-1 N£3 duct was completely assembled and set up 

for dimensional check at the fabricator's shop. This procedure would become 

cumljersome and expensive with the increase ixa size of the ETS=>2/3 NES duct. 

The assembly of the duct could better be done in place at ETS-2/3. The NtS 

duci design contractor and the fabrication ccntrsctors will provide technical 

assistance dujring the assembly and installation, 

fo Shipping 

The exhaust duct or duct components s^all be packaged, braced or 

cra'ied in such a mariner tha.t no damage to the duct or duct components will 

be -.mcarred during shipment from the fabricator"& site to the test site, 

Prouedures defining these requirements shall be compatible with the nelected 

metlaod of shipment (railroad, truck, etc). Battery operated empactogiaphs 

should be installed on the duct to monitor and record "g" loads encountered 

dur;Lng shipments 

G. Assembly and Listallation ^ 

All duct (diffuser=ejector system) aseemblies, camponents and sub-

com]X>nents will be receivsd at the site, inspected, assembled, installed, align

ed, and checked^ The duct-truss assemblies and sub-Goicponents received at the 

E/STS-2/3 assembly area will be prepared for receiving inspectiw) by lemoving 

all seals, covers, and crates from the assenblies and 8ub-oomponents» Protective 

material covering interfaces TV-III be removed as required and the interface olean-

ed bo remove all traces of the covering material. The duct-trass assemblies and 

sub-components Td.ll be inspected by cognizant personnel to determine if any 
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damage haa resulted from shipping and handling opisrations. Special attention 

will be djjrected to the connecting interface surf ices to verify that the sur

faces are free of danage. AlsOj. the instrumentation components and hardnesses 

will be verified to iiake certain they are intact and undamaged, Records from 

the impactographa installed on tĥ s duct-truss assemblies will be examJj'ed to 

veirlfy that permissible "g" loads have not been exceeded during slrjipplifg and 

handling operations. 

The duct assemblies, components and sub-components delivered to or 

fabricated on site will be ass'-suibled and installed in the E/srS-2/3 duct vault. 

When all connections between the duct-truss assemblies have been completed, an 

optical alignment will be made to verify the proptir alignment between the two 

assemblies. .If any laisalignmeit exists^ disposition will be made by ttie con

tracting officer, 

HEON Report HN-S-0097i, Assembly and Installation Plan of the IlEHVA 

Exhaust System Duct at ETS-l, June 196li should be used as a guide when formu

lating the E/STS-2/3 NES diffuser-^ajector system assembly and installation 

procedures. 

This as8«nbly and installation effort should be adcomplishec under 

the cognizance and direction of the NES duct design contractor. 

H. Check"Out and In3truinentatl<m Installation 

When assembly and installation operations to the duct have been 

completed, system proof and leak tests shall be mede, the instrumentation 

shall be installed and coo3.ant flow calibrations &hall be made. Procedures 

covering these operations may be similar to those established for the A'ES 

duct at ETS-l. These procedures are contained in KEON Heport ilN-S=0127, 

Acceptance Test Plan for Prototype MERYA Exhaust System Duct for ETS-1 at 

NilDS, mS-Q2?S) Instrmi^ntation Installation Procedure, and iiN-d-0226, 



Jnstrumentatiop Check-out Procedure, 

I, Activation 

When proof and leak testing, instrumentation inataUatioK. and flow 

calibrations are completed, tests to demonsti'ate the perfoinnanoe of the exhaust 

syatea stiall be conducted, Suacessful completion of these tests will indicate 

that the exhaust sj'stem is sntisfactory to suppcrrt the testing of a nuclear 

engine. A test pl^m for the NSS duct at ETS-l is presented in ftSON Heport 

RN-S-0137, NES i3esign Demonstration Teat Plan. 
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